Mechanism of an unusual, but clinically significant, digoxin-bupropion drug interaction.
An unusual, but clinically significant, digoxin (DIG)-bupropion (BUP) drug interaction (DDI), in which BUP increased DIG renal clearance by 80% is reported. To investigate the mechanism(s) of this unusual DDI, first the effect of BUP, its circulating metabolites or their combination on [(3) H]-DIG transport by cells expressing human P-gp or human OATP4C1 was determined. Second, the study asked whether this DDI could be replicated in the rat so that it could be used to conduct mechanistic studies. Then, the effect of BUP and its rat metabolites on [(3) H]-DIG transport were tested by cells expressing rat Oatp4c1. Bupropion and its metabolites had no effect on human P-gp mediated transepithelial transport of [(3) H]-DIG. Bupropion and hydroxybupropion (HBUP) significantly stimulated H-OATP4C1 mediated transport of [(3) H]-DIG. In addition, BUP cocktail (BUP plus its metabolites) significantly increased the H-OATP4C1 mediated transport of [(3) H]-DIG, and partially reversed the inhibition by 100 µm DIG. However, erythro-hydrobupropion (EBUP) and threo-hydrobupropion (TBUP) did not affect the [(3) H]-DIG uptake by H-OATP4C1 cells. Bupropion administration significantly increased digoxin renal clearance in rats. Surprisingly, bupropion significantly inhibited r-Oatp4c1 mediated transport of [(3) H]-DIG at clinically relevant unbound plasma concentrations of BUP or those observed in the rat study, while HBUP or TBUP did not. These data support our hypothesis that at clinically relevant plasma concentrations, bupropion and its metabolites activate H-OATP4C1 mediated DIG tubular secretion, and could possibly explain the increase in digoxin renal clearance produced by bupropion. While bupropion increased digoxin renal clearance in the rat, it appeared to do so by inhibiting r-Oatp4c1-mediated digoxin renal reabsorption.